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Abstract

Background: There has recently been exponential growth in the development and use of health apps on mobile phones. As with most mobile apps, however, the majority of users abandon them quickly and after minimal use. One of the most critical factors for the success of a health app is how to support users’ commitment to their health. Despite increased interest from researchers in mobile health, few studies have examined the measurement of user engagement with health apps.

Objective: User engagement is a multidimensional, complex phenomenon. The aim of this study was to understand the concept of user engagement and, in particular, to demonstrate the applicability of a user engagement scale (UES) to mobile health apps.

Methods: To determine the measurability of user engagement in a mobile health context, a UES was employed, which is a psychometric tool to measure user engagement with a digital system. This was adapted to Ada, developed by Ada Health, an artificial intelligence–powered personalized health guide that helps people understand their health. A principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was conducted on 30 items. In addition, sum scores as means of each subscale were calculated.

Results: Survey data from 73 Ada users were analyzed. PCA was determined to be suitable, as verified by the sampling adequacy of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin=0.858, a significant Bartlett test of sphericity ($\chi^2_{300}=1127.1; P<.001$), and communalities mostly within the 0.7 range. Although 5 items had to be removed because of low factor loadings, the results of the remaining 25 items revealed 4 attributes: perceived usability, aesthetic appeal, reward, and focused attention. Ada users showed the highest engagement level with perceived usability, with a value of 294, followed by aesthetic appeal, reward, and focused attention.

Conclusions: Although the UES was deployed in German and adapted to another digital domain, PCA yielded consistent subscales and a 4-factor structure. This indicates that user engagement with health apps can be assessed with the German version of the UES. These results can benefit related mobile health app engagement research and may be of importance to marketers and app developers.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2020;8(1):e13244) doi: 10.2196/13244
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Introduction

Background
In recent years, mobile apps addressing health and fitness issues have grown at a remarkable rate. Although there are significant advantages to health apps, such as lower health care costs and increased accessibility to health advice [1], their full potential is still untapped, mainly because of a failure to engage users in terms of sufficient and effective use [2,3].
User engagement has been recognized as a key factor in determining the success of an app [4-6] because it is linked to the user’s intention to continue using a mobile app [7,8]. Continued use, a subset of behavioral engagement, is a critical issue because of the highly competitive nature of the mobile app market [8,9]. However, it is important for researchers to move beyond user continuance behavior and examine user engagement as a broader concept [10].

Originally influenced by the user experience movement in human-computer interaction (HCI), user engagement has become a buzzword in various areas, including mobile health apps [11]. However, there is no general agreement as to what constitutes user engagement or how it is operationalized and measured [11,12].

**Prior Research**

**Theoretical Perspectives**

Although there is no user engagement theory as such, some related theories provide insights into why users engage with technology [11]. In the absence of a specific theory, researchers have relied on established theories from other disciplines [13]. Much research on user engagement has been based on Csikszentmihalyi’s theory of optimal experiences, which is also known as the flow theory [11]. Particularly in the HCI and computer science literature, engagement is often seen as a subjective experience of flow [12]. Some of the attributes of flow, such as focused attention, feedback, control, and activity orientation, also occur in engagement [14]. However, it is suggested that the “degree and manifestation of these attributes may be what sets these concepts apart” (p.12) [11]. A further difference between user engagement and flow is how the 2 concepts are related to positive and negative emotions. In the flow theory, positive experience is particularly important [15], whereas user engagement is held to entail a more complex spectrum of emotions [11].

User engagement studies have also incorporated insights based on Dewey’s philosophy of experience [16]. Originally, Dewey aligned his philosophy of experience to the field of education. However, his views have also been perceived as convincing and helpful in clarifying aspects of experience in the HCI world. In particular, 4 threads of experience, rooted in Dewey’s philosophy, describe major aspects of users’ experience with technology, which are the sensual, emotional, compositional, and spatiotemporal threads [17]. The sensual thread affects sensory engagement, the emotional thread is concerned with how users engage with the product emotionally, the compositional thread refers to users’ relationships and interactions with others or with things, and the spatiotemporal thread is the aspect of space and time during the experience [17].

**Concept of User Engagement**

Without a doubt, engagement with technology is a multifaceted, inherently complex phenomenon [5,18,19]. Definitions of user engagement vary depending on the applications, settings, and variables of interest of user engagement research [5,13]. One of the earliest definitions proposed that “user engagement is a user’s response to an interaction that gains, maintains and encourages their attention, particularly when they are intrinsically motivated” [20]. Further definitions are given by various authors (eg, [9,18-22]), and a certain overlap of aspects is apparent. For the purpose of this study, the following commonly cited principles were considered. User engagement is a quality of user experience [21,22] and is multidimensional [9,18,22]. There is no consensus concerning the meaning of the dimensions, but the cognitive, emotional, and behavioral dimensions are prevalent in user engagement literature [11,14,23]. In addition, engagement can be viewed as a process during an interaction or as a product of experience [11,14,24]. This study focused on the product- or outcome-based view where engagement attributes are crucial because they represent what a user finds naturally compelling when interacting with technology [14].

**Measurement of User Engagement**

Its complex nature and varying definitions make user engagement difficult to quantify [13]. We used the search terms (“user engagement” OR “consumer engagement” OR “engagement”) AND (“mobile health*” OR “mobile health app*” OR “mHealth”) and queried the databases PubMed, Web of Science Core Collection, and ProQuest. This search determined 3 groups of user engagement measures: self-reported methods, physiological methods such as eye tracking, and user analytics methods such as dwell time. These methods and measures are often used in combination [13].

Self-reported measures are predominant in user engagement research because they are “useful for capturing users’ attitudes toward, cognitive appraisals of, and emotions surrounding their experiences of engagement with technology” (p.15) [24].

Self-reported measures target subjective user engagement by way of users’ perception of technology [24], mainly through postexperience questionnaires [13,24] to measure engagement characteristics based on an interactive experience in surveys conducted with large numbers of users [25].

We found 3 studies that explicitly stated to have examined the concept of user engagement within a health app: 2 of them operationalized and measured user engagement by means of metrics [26,27] and 1 used a mixed methods approach by analyzing app usage data and conducting a satisfaction survey [5]. Other studies were conducted in similar topic areas of user engagement, for example, user experience [28] or continued intention to use [29-31].

**Research Problem and Question**

The issue of user engagement is a concern for providers of health apps, as insufficient engagement by users with an app affects its success rate [32,33]. It has been reported that health app users are usually not very committed to a particular app and will use it only for a short time and in a casual manner [34]. This phenomenon is known as the law of attrition and describes the situation that in any electronic health (eHealth) trial, a substantial proportion of users drop out prematurely or stop using the app [35]. For example, a retrospective cohort study of a dietary self-monitoring mobile app discovered that only 3% of 190,000 downloads resulted in a person using the mobile food journal for more than 1 week [29]. This implies that high
dropout rates are natural and are a typical feature of health apps. However, study results on the reasons for this phenomenon vary and mostly only identify the characteristics of health app users [36,37].

From an academic research perspective, there has been increasing interest from researchers in mobile health because of a growing number of health apps available. Past studies in this field can be divided into acceptance studies, design studies, and behavior change studies [1]. Nonetheless, research on the usage of health apps is still in its early stages [38].

In particular, too little attention has been paid to the conceptualization and measurement of user engagement with health apps [5,39]. Future research suggestions include features that might affect user acceptability and preferences [34], motivational factors that may lead to more sustained app usage [38], or other factors that relate to increased user engagement with commercially available health apps [26]. Furthermore, although user engagement has been conceptualized differently across the literature [11,12], a better understanding is required as to how different attributes of mobile apps influence user engagement [8]. Researchers agree that user engagement can best be operationalized by examining user system attributes that reflect an engaging experience and, therefore, constitute defining features of user engagement [24,40].

Considering the aforementioned gaps, this study sought to answer the following research question: to what extent does an existing user engagement scale (UES) yield consistent subscales in the context of health apps? As user engagement is context specific [11], for example, to the situation that the interaction triggers, and hence serves the purpose of collecting comparable data, the health app Ada is used as an example in this study. Ada was developed by Ada Health, a medical technology company based in Berlin, as a personal health guide that supports the user’s health care journey with a personalized interactive chat function [41]. In 2017, this medical app had the fastest growing number of users in Europe and was ranked as the number one medical app in 130 countries worldwide [42].

Furthermore, Ada’s chief executive officer has high ambitions: he and his team aim to achieve 100 million users by 2020 [42].

Methods

Scale
To answer the aforementioned research question in the best possible way, we first need to consider the scale. The recommendation when applying a self-reported measurement is to rely on previous questionnaires [24]. In the context of digital health, an eHealth engagement scale was developed [43]. We chose the eHealth scale because its characteristics are similar to ours. Both studies have an HCI setting [43], but they measured engagement with eHealth content on a website and in a laboratory context. The mobile aspect of our study is probably not as important because spatial data do not matter in both contexts. However, we still propose that through the smaller window of a phone, user engagement might be different. Therefore, this scale was not found to be an appropriate fit for this research context also because no other studies could be found that utilized this scale, causing us to question its robustness and validity.

A better fit was the UES by O’Brien et al [40], a psychometric tool used to measure user engagement with a digital system. Using empirical observations and theoretical elements of the flow theory, as well as John Dewey’s philosophy of experience, the original scale has in recent years been applied to over 40 published studies in various HCI settings, such as Web news, educational technologies, social networking, or information search [13]. Few studies have used this scale in its entirety, probably because of its length and insufficient data on how to administer it; moreover, the 6-factored solution was questioned in various studies [44,45]. As a consequence, another study conducted in 2018 presented a refined scale consisting of 30 items intended to measure the 4 dimensions of user engagement in HCI settings. Table 1 describes the 4 dimensions (based on [14,19,38]). Researchers may use only subscales of the scale; however, user engagement as a holistic construct can then not be measured [40].

![Table 1. User engagement scale dimensions.](https://mhealth.jmir.org/2020/1/e13244)

**Table 1. User engagement scale dimensions.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focused attention</td>
<td>On the basis of some characteristics of the flow theory: focused concentration, absorption, and temporal dissociation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usability</td>
<td>Affective (frustration) and cognitive (effortful) aspects as a result of the interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetic appeal</td>
<td>Sensory and visual appearance of an interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>Hedonic aspects of experience, felt involvement, overall success of the interaction, and willingness to engage with the app in the future</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, we proposed the following hypothesis for our study:

**H1: The UES can be used to assess user engagement with health apps.**

Data Collection

Using the full-length UES proposed by O’Brien et al [40], we designed an online survey using EFS Survey, a software package created by Questback. We had to make 1 major adaptation to the existing UES: a translation of the questions from English to German as we conducted the survey in German-speaking countries. Not all items are suitable or compatible in another language [40]. Nonetheless, we did not make any item selections before data collection; we translated and included all the items. We slightly modified some of the wording to adapt them to the context of Ada.

We pretested the online survey under field conditions on 4 participants, using the available pretest feature of the EFS Survey. This allows pretest participants to attach comments to
individual questions. After the pretest, small changes and refinements to the wording and layout were made. In addition, the data export feature was tested to confirm that the collected data could be exported.

Data collection took place for 2 weeks in April 2018. A convenience sample as a sampling type was used. Accordingly, the link to the online survey was distributed to selected people. In addition, the snowball system was applied, whereby the participants were asked to share the survey link with their circle of friends and acquaintances. We asked participants to first download the health app Ada, use it at least once, and then relate the questions to their experience with Ada in completing the survey. We assessed the survey questions using 5-point Likert scales. The 30 questions of the UES were randomized, and information about user engagement dimensions was hidden. The English items and their corresponding translations into German can be found in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Data Analysis

When using the UES, it is suggested to perform factor analysis [40]. As the aims of this study were to understand the concept of user engagement and test the applicability of the UES to a mobile health app, a principal component analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation was performed. The main reason for choosing PCA instead of factor analysis was that the UES had originally been developed in English and that there is no German version to date.

Before conducting the main analysis, we considered several conceptual and statistical issues. These initial evaluations are of high importance because of the dependence of the quality of the data on the results of factor analysis [46]. We examined the sample size, communalities, and correlations between the items. In addition, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure and Bartlett test of sphericity were considered.

Once this is checked, the number of extracting factors can be determined. All 3 criteria (scree test criterion, Kaiser criterion, and an a priori criterion) were discussed. Next, the factor structure was evaluated. To do so, the values of the factor loadings, which is the correlation between the original variable and its factor, were considered [47,48]. We followed the recommendation by Backhaus et al [46] and only assigned variables with loadings higher than 0.5.

After the factor structure had been defined, sum scores for each subscale were calculated. Sum scores are calculated as means for each subscale [40]. As some of the variables were reverse phrased (v_08, v_10-v_13, and v_23; see Multimedia Appendix 1), they were first recoded and transferred to the same variable so that values could be compared. Furthermore, because of the multidimensionality character of the UES, reliability in the form of internal consistency of the subscales was examined separately for each subscale using Cronbach alpha. Statistical data analysis was conducted using the statistics program SPSS version 23 (IBM).

Results

Participants and Descriptive Statistics

In total, the survey link was viewed 363 times, which translated to 73 responses. As all the questions were programmed as mandatory questions, there are no missing values; thus, none of the participants needed to be excluded from further analysis. Out of 73 participants, 36 (49%) were female and 37 (51%) were male. Their average age was 39 years (SD 15.4 years), with the youngest participant being 18 years and the oldest participant being 73 years. Multimedia Appendix 2 contains a summary of participant demographics.

Principal Component Analysis

A PCA was conducted on the 30 items using varimax rotation. PCA was determined to be suitable, as verified by multiple criteria. First, the sample size of this study, 73, was above the minimum absolute sample size of 50 [48]. Second, there were correlations below 0.3. It is recommended to exclude variables that correlate below 0.3 or correlate above 0.9 with any other variable [47,49]. However, as no variables had zero correlations below 0.3, all variables were retained for further analysis. Furthermore, there were no correlations above 0.9. Third, communalities were mostly within the 0.7 range. With a sample size of 73, communalities of around 0.7 were deemed sufficient [49]. In addition, the factorability of the items was verified by the sampling adequacy of KMO=0.858 (meritorious according to Kaiser and Rice [50]) and a significant Bartlett test of sphericity ($\chi^2_{300}=1127.1; P<.001$). In conclusion, based on the consideration of these criteria, factor analysis was determined to be suitable.

The next step was to obtain the factors. Overall, 4 factors had eigenvalues over Kaiser criterion of 1 and, in combination, explained 65.1% of the variance. The scree plot was ambiguous and showed inflections that would justify retaining both 2 and 4 factors. The a priori criterion indicated 4 factors [40]. Thus, 4 factors were retained because they accord with Kaiser criterion, scree plot, and the a priori criterion.

Furthermore, 5 items showed factor loadings below 0.5 (v_07, v_09, v_14, v_15, and v_26) and were therefore removed from PCA as their correlation with other variables was not strong enough. One variable, v_16, showed cross-loadings, as it loaded on factor 1 (0.533) and on factor 3 (0.582). Such variables either need to be excluded or interpreted with both factors, unless strong theoretical reasons speak against this [46]. In this case, this variable was theoretically expected to load on factor 3, and indeed, the higher factor loading of this variable was on factor 3. This variable was, therefore, kept and assigned to factor 3.

The results of the PCA are illustrated in Multimedia Appendix 3, in which the variables are listed within the respective factors in a descending order. Overall, this PCA yielded consistent subscales and a 4-factor solution as suggested by O’Brien et al [40]. Therefore, the factor labels were taken over. Only 1 of the 25 items, v_29, loaded on another factor (focused attention), as suggested by the original UES.
Factor 1, focused attention, accounted for 34% of the variance and consisted of items v_01-06 and v_29. This factor was the original UES’s focused attention subscale, with the addition of 1 reward element, v_29. Factor 2, perceived usability, accounted for 14% of the variance and consisted of items v_08 and v_10-13. Factor 3, aesthetic appeal, accounted for 9% of total variance and consisted of item v_16-20. This factor was the original aesthetics subscale. Factor 4, reward, accounted for 8% of variance and consisted of v_21-25, v_27-28, and v_30.

**Sum Scales**

In addition, sum scores were calculated for each factor. The factor perceived usability had the highest sum, with a value of 294; second was the factor aesthetic appeal, with a value of 275.4; third was the factor reward, with a value of 259.5; and the lowest subscale score was for the factor focused attention, with a value of 198.1. In other words, users of Ada showed the highest engagement level with perceived usability and the lowest engagement level with focused attention.

**Post Analysis**

Focused attention, aesthetic appeal, and reward subscale of the UES all had high reliabilities, with Cronbach alpha=.912, alpha=.852, and alpha=.910, respectively. However, the perceived usability subscale had a lower reliably, with Cronbach alpha=.693 (see Multimedia Appendix 4).

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The results of this study confirm the proposed hypothesis by demonstrating that the UES developed for measuring user engagement with digital technology can be used to assess user engagement with health apps. We had to remove 5 items because of factor loadings below 0.5. Possible reasons for removing these factors are suggested in Multimedia Appendix 5. The modified 25-item version of the scale accounted for 65% of the variance in user engagement. Overall, 4 factors emerged: focused attention, perceived usability, aesthetic appeal, and reward.

In O’Brien et al [40]’s and our study, all items loaded on the same factors except for v_29 (“I felt involved in this experience”). In our study, it loaded on focused attention rather than reward. This can be explained by taking into consideration our research context of health apps and the flow theory. This item indicates absorption in the experience with Ada, and absorption is a major characteristic of the flow theory, therefore making it a good fit for the focused attention factor. Aside from this, the suggested factor structure could be replicated in this study.

**Limitations**

Although our findings support the use of the German UES with health apps, this study is subject to certain limitations, and results should be interpreted with caution.

First, data were collected from a sample that was not selected randomly, and the characteristics of the population were not adequately represented in the sample. In addition, the number of participants, 73, is rather small, although it is sufficient for conducting factor analysis [48].

Second, the UES was administrated and adapted to the context of this study. All items were taken from English and translated by the authors. Therefore, some items may have a slightly different meaning to respondents than the items in the original instrument. In addition, some of the items did not make sense in a non-English context and had to be removed because of low factor loadings during analysis.

The third limitation concerns the UES itself. In this study, no items were added to the original scale, so construct validity is not threatened. However, this tool might not capture all the important determinants of user engagement. In addition, adding another research method, for example, interviewing the participants, would have contributed to the interpretation of our findings.

Fourth, engagement was only measured once during a short period and not across multiple sessions, which may represent a limited view on user engagement. Further research could examine user engagement by having participants complete the scale more than once as part of the same study. Researchers could then compare engagement among participants and between iterations [40] and take a long-term view on engagement.

Furthermore, the question arises if participants engaged fully and intrinsically with the health app by being initially asked to use it at least once. Other user engagement studies in different fields have had similar problems (eg, [43,51]). Future research should try to address this issue.

**Comparison With Prior Work**

This study is among the first to investigate the use of the UES as a whole in the area of health apps and in the German language, so the findings cannot be compared with those of other studies. However, patterns of the UES may be compared with those of other app user engagement studies. Still, direct comparison of attributes and factors within the area of health app user engagement has to be treated with caution because of the different approaches used. This, finally, comes back to various perceptions of what constitutes user engagement and what does not.

Furthermore, the high context dependence of the defining features of user engagement are reported [11], and in the context of mobile apps, it is probably also a question of the mobile app type examined. For example, mobile app types might be divided into experiential and informational app types [52]. According to this distinction, Ada, the example of this study, falls into the category of informational apps and focuses on goal-oriented and utilitarian benefits rather than on social and hedonic benefits, as is the case for experiential app types. It has been discovered that the effect of time convenience on mobile app engagement is greater for informative mobile apps than for experiential apps [9]. Applying this to user engagement with Ada might lead to the conclusion that utilitarian benefits, such as time convenience, are better suited to explain the factor of reward than other mobile app types would have.
Conclusions

User engagement is a complex concept, and there is no general agreement as to what constitutes the phenomenon or how it is operationalized and measured [11,12]. This paper contributes in several ways to the growing literature concerning user engagement with health apps.

One major contribution of this study is the applicability of a German version of the UES [40] with a health app. On the basis of our findings, researchers and practitioners can now further investigate the user engagement concept. Future research could build on our findings and interpret the data gathered with the UES by applying a multiple method design. Owing to its scope and complexity, researchers have taken a multidimensional view of user engagement [5,13]. In addition, further research could investigate the use of the UES with apps in general and not be limited to health apps.

Given the importance of user engagement, the findings of this study could benefit practitioners, mainly marketers and app developers, in 2 ways.
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